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The information in this document is subject to change or update without notice and should not be 
construed as a commitment by Galleon Quest. This document is for informational purposes only and 
does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities in Galleon Quest.io or any 
related or associated company. Any such offer or solicitation will be made only by means of a 
confidential offering memorandum and in accordance with the terms of all applicable securities and 
other laws. This version of the Galleon Quest whitepaper is released as a working draft - with the 
purpose of introducing the idea and receiving feedback from the blockchain community. If you want 
to contribute by leaving your comment or review, please email info@galleonquest.io.

The information set forth below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a 
contractual relationship. While we make every effort to ensure that any material in this white paper is 
accurate and up to date, such material in no way constitutes the provision of professional advice. 
Galleon Quest does not guarantee, and accepts no legal liability whatsoever arising from or 
connected to, the accuracy, reliability, currency, or completeness of any material contained in this 
white paper.
 
Galleon Quest SEA Coins will not be intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This white 
paper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to 
constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction.

Galleon Quest does not provide any opinion on any advice to purchase, sell, or otherwise transact 
with Galleon Quest SEA Coins and the fact of presentation of this white paper shall not form the 
basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision. No person is 
bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the sale and purchase of 
Galleon Quest SEA Coins, and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the 
basis of this white paper.

IMPORTANT You are not eligible and you are not to purchase or invest in manner in any Galleon 
Quest SEA Coins if you are a citizen or resident (tax or otherwise) of the People's Republic of China 
("PRC"), green card holders of the United States or citizens or residents (tax or otherwise) of the 
United States of America, Singapore or China, or other U.S. Territories. 

IF OFFERED, ANY OFFERING OF GALLEON QUEST COINS IN THE UNITED STATES WILL BE MADE 
PURSUANT TO RULE 506(C) OF REGULATION D OF THE SECURITIES ACT AND PARTICIPATION IN 
THE OFFERING WOULD BE LIMITED TO (I) INSIDE THE UNITED STATES TO “ACCREDITED 
INVESTORS” (AS DEFINED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT, RULE 506 OF REGULATION D) 
CONSIDERED “A SAFE HARBOR" FOR THE PRIVATE OFFERING EXEMPTION OF SECTION 4(A)(2) 
OF THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 AS AMENDED AND (II) NON-U.S. PERSONS (AS DEFINED IN 
SECTION 902 OF REGULATION SUNDER THE SECURITIES ACT) IN AN OFFSHORE TRANSACTION 
IN RELIANCE ON REGULATION S OF THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933
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1. Definition

Blockchain means a special rules-based continuous consecutive chain of blocks (a chained 
list) containing information. The copies of blockchains are usually stored and processed 
independently at numerous different computers. The blockchain technology is a strictly 
structured database with concrete rules of creating transaction chains and providing access to 
the information that excludes data theft, fraud and violation of property rights, etc. 

Initial Coin Offerings (ICO) means an initial public coin (token) offering used for raising money 
for projects, including startups at early stages of its development, by virtue of which they may 
raise funds from a great number of previously unavailable investors, attract first clients and 
create a community around the project.

Token Generating Event (TGE) means a complex of events used to generate tokens.

ETHEREUM means a decentralized blockchain platform required for creating project tokens and 
launching crowdfunding campaigns.

Galleon Quest SEA Coin (SEA) means a token granting the right to obtain profits from 
implementation of the project in compliance with the ICO terms. Token is built on the 
ETHEREUM blockchain platform.

Cryptoeconomy means social and economic relations of the digital society, which are focused 
on interaction based on network protocols. Key elements of cryptoeconomy include: 
cryptographic tokens (cryptocurrencies), digital assets; decentralized social security and 
crowdfunding systems; decentralized management systems; self-executed ‘smart’ contracts; 
commercial markets for computing resources; online trust and reputation systems; consensus 
algorithms; etc.

Treasure means the precious metals, gold, silver, bullion, coins, gems, precious jewelry, and 
historic artifacts such as cannons, weapons, tools, and other historically valuable items, valuable 
for their bullion and/or intrinsic values and for their historically based numismatic, and/or other 
collector values. 
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2. Introduction
“There comes a time in every rightly-constructed boy’s life when he has 

a raging desire to go somewhere and dig for hidden treasure.”

-Mark Twain, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer

Challenge and Opportunity
Questions for You to Consider before Investing in Galleon Quest ICO:

- Have you ever wanted to be part of a hunt to find hidden treasure?
- Do you have a sense of adventure?
- Do you want to take advantage of the work, sweat and money of others in order to gain wealth   
and success as the last money in?
- Have you ever had a hankering to be part of a team that is on an expedition to find gold, silver and 
precious gems?
- And, have you ever sought to control your potential return on investment backed by that which, if 
found, glitters, with history and worth?

If your answer to the above was a resounding yes, then an investment in Galleon Quest ICO may be 
right for you. Maybe we will let you take the chance with us, to be part of our crew, so you too can 
enjoy the feeling of discovery; the joy of being a part of a team who did something no one you know 
has ever done before; of potential return on your risk that could be many times over like the land 
flowing with milk and honey; the feeling of cupping treasure in your hands; and of saving history for 
many to enjoy and value for centuries to come.

If you are willing to take the risk, then read on. For this is not for the faint of heart.
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        “This is how they survive. You must know this. You're too smart not to know this. 
They paint the world full of shadows... and then tell their children to stay close to the 
light. Their light. Their reasons, their judgments. Because in the darkness, there be drag-
ons. But it isn't true. We can prove that it isn't true. In the dark, there is discovery, 
there is possibility, there is freedom in the dark once someone has illuminated it. And who 
has been so close to doing it as we are right now? . . . All this will be for nothing. We 
will have been for nothing. Defined by their histories, distorted to fit into their narrative, 
until all that is left of us are the monsters in the stories they tell their children.”

Why Galleon Quest ICO is So Different

-Capt. Flint, Black Sails

The darkness which has been created by the world and those that control it is that you will never 
succeed without staying within the bounds they create. They tell you there is no hidden treasure so 
do not look. Nothing you will ever do, besides doing it our way, will ever enrich you they tell us.
So, don’t look for that which does not exist they tell you. Because to find what they tell you does not 
exist, such as ancient shipwrecks laden with treasure awaiting to be found in the darkness of the sea, 
would not fit their world. For the first time on earth, an ICO based on the returns from seafaring 
ventures to recover and hold lost treasure is born!

Galleon Quest ICO is so different because we peer directly into the darkness and rush its embrace. We 
explore and take the chances others will only dream about from the safety of their painted world. 
Because we will strike out for those hidden places, those dark resting spots in the depths where hun-
dreds of Billions lays waiting to be discovered. The work of hundreds of years of riches gathered to be 
taken home, and lost at sea, upon the whims of nature’s mores. We will take that treasure as assets to 
create a cryptocurrency so strong it will embolden a whole new era. We call it the SeaCoin.

Galleon Quest ICO will invest in these dark places, places where other adventurers have lost their way. 
Yet, what they left behind is a cookie crumb trail leading to the light. An ICO like no other, because we 
will invest in treasure hunts where the odds have been narrowed down and eaten away to such a 
degree that it makes us the house and not the sea. An ICO that will invest in opportunities others have 
developed, researched and bleed where only that last measure of capital is needed to find the gold, 
silver, bullion, coins, and gems that lay just outside their reach.
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Thanks to the development of modern financial technologies, including active blockchain expansion, 
the representatives of the investment community receive new instruments for investment in numer-
ous and diversified projects, and the investors of such projects receive additional opportunities for 
raising funds required for their implementation.

GALLEON QUEST IO (GQ) is an international investment group for the funding of treasure recovery 
projects from wrecks around the world. These wrecks will be, in GQ’s determination, the absolute 
best projects to fund. Selection of projects will be based on both historical research and scientific 
underwater surveys that have already physically located wrecks from which our experts believe 
valuable recoveries can be made. We expect to recover coins, bullion, precious gems and other 
antiquities, ranging from intact bottles of wine to cannons, which will add assets to back the ICO 
SEA Coins, raising the asset value of the GQ SEA Coin, while potentially increasing the value held 
by our SEA Coin holders, as well as a plan to buy back coins with a percentage of the recovery. 

Our business is treasure recovery through partnerships with experienced historic shipwreck site 
salvors around the world, with a concentration on known proven wreck sites. 

Our model is based on a simple business plan, that involves joint venturing with those in the ship-
wreck industry that have already expended resources and time to find a treasure shipwreck, then 
investing enough capital to make the final recovery occur and get a share of the take. 

Our plan is to do so without all the hassles, frustrations, effort, and things that went on before we got 
involved. We intend make huge returns on investment through the sweat, blood and money of many 
others before us. And along the way we get the adventure of a lifetime. Exploring, digging and when 
it lines up right, finding rare artifacts and precious treasures that have been hidden for centuries.

GALLEON QUEST enables external investors to purchase a part of its historic shipwreck backed 
projects by bringing the opportunity to market by means of a very unique ICO, in order to create an 
opportunity to gain value in the ICO through the gold, silver, gems and other treasure recovered by 
GQ for the coin holder. To that end, we plan that initially, 20% of the recovery will go to buying back 
some coins from the coin holders and discontinuing use of the bought back coins to potentially lift 
the value of each SEA Coin.  We believe this will lower the volatility of market prices for the tokens 
and increase demand by limited supply.

Galleon Quest (GQ) was formed to take advantage of the work done over hundreds of years of 
history. GQ was formed to take advantage of calamities that befell many a people during those 
periods, including not only the original ship owners and crew, but any salvors who came along 
afterwards with primitive equipment or lack of adequate funding. We are modern day pirates, but 
pirates with a purpose. Or, perhaps it would be more accurate if you think of us as “privateers” 
rather than pirates, as privateers were legally licensed for their work, and we will be working within 
the law, not outside of it. If you want in on the excitement then read on about how to claim your 
booty. 

The ICO Opportunity
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Recently, it was announced that a private investment group was backing the recovery of the San 
Jose, a historic treasure laden wreck off the coast of Columbia. The on-board treasure included in its 
documented cargo in the form of gold, silver and precious gems is estimated to be between $4 
billion and $17 billion, making the San José potentially the most valuable shipwreck in the Western 
Hemisphere. 
For three hundred years, the Spanish and others, pillaged the New World of its treasure, shipping the 
riches in thousands of ships over that time back to Europe for the enjoyment and funding of those 
who never earned any of it. Along the way, an estimated one out of ten never made it home. The 
estimates of the lost treasure from these ships in the Caribbean and the coast of Florida alone is 
conservatively placed at $ 60 Billion or more. The number of wrecks that have been found and 
harvested for their holds are a lot less than those that are still out there. The most obvious and 
predictable sites we target are those with historical records attached, prior finds made, clear legal 
and permitting available and most importantly, a partner on the site that we want to be in business 
with. While we could find these opportunities outside of U.S. waters, we are seeking the predictability 
of being within U.S. waters which lends to our ability to safeguard our investment and control over 
the operation decisions. 

3. A Market Unlike Anything On Earth

The History of the Spanish Treasure Fleets    

Virtually everyone has heard of the Spanish treasure galleons being found around Florida and the 
Caribbean, but at least a basic understanding of the Spanish trade fleets and what they were carry-
ing is needed for you to better comprehend that part of what Galleon Quest is after. 

With the conquering of the “New World’s” native people, came vast riches in the form of captured 
gold and silver from both Central and South America. The Spanish conquistadors melted down 
idols and art that had been the result of over a thousand years of production by skilled craftsmen 
(think — Azetec, Inca, Mayan, etc.) and sent shiploads of treasures back to Spain. Not satisfied with 
what was available to loot and steal, Spain effectively enslaved over a million native Americans and 
put them to work. They used them for every form of labor ranging from farming to mining. The 
mines produced everything from gold and silver to emeralds. The bulk of this was shipped back to 
Spain in what became annual fleets carrying almost unbelievable wealth. This flow of treasure 
from the Americas to Spain continued for almost 300 years. 
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All of the merchants’ share was very heavily taxed. To avoid the taxes there was a great deal of smug-
gling, usually in the form of precious metals and jewels. This contraband did not appear in the official 
cargo manifests and it sometimes actually exceeded the registered treasure. Additional treasure, both 
contraband and legal, was also carried hidden in the clothes of the passengers and in their personal 
baggage. 

Due to attacks by pirates and enemy corsairs, Spain developed a convoy system as early as 1537 to 
protect its merchant vessels from predators. The fleets would regularly be accompanied by heavily 
armed ships, which typically carried the King’s share of the treasure. But muskets and cannons were 
unable to stop ships from wrecking on reefs or being sunk in storms, so the losses still mounted.

The fleets faced many dangers as they made their way back to Spain. Cartography was in its infan-
cy, and navigational instruments were primitive. Previously uncharted currents, reefs and shifting 
sandbars, ruthless pirates, and unexpected storms all took their toll on the fleets. Individual ships 
were often lost, and sometimes virtually entire fleets, like those in 1622, 1715, 1733 and 1750 were 
lost in the hurricanes that regularly struck the Americas. 

Usually, but not always, there were survivors, who later gave testimony in the official inquests, which 
were held to establish what happened and where the wrecks might be. Although there were signifi-
cant, contemporary salvage recoveries, many of the wrecks were never located or were simply 
beyond the depth limits and/or abilities of the Spanish to recover the treasures. Surprisingly, sand 
was one of the biggest problems the Spanish had to contend with. If a ship broke up in a muddy or 
sandy area, the treasure might be covered by the shifting sediments in a matter of days. Even if the 
Spanish knew exactly where the ship broke up was and dug into the bottom after the treasure, the 
hole would fill almost as fast as they could dig it, making recovery almost impossible. Today, salvors 
have multiple ways to find wrecks, “see” beneath the sand, and overcome all sorts of problems that 
would have caused them to fail in the past. 
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The fleets, usually two a year, carried silver, gold, gems, pearls, along with indigo and 
cochineal dyes, exotic woods, ceramics, leather goods, chocolate, vanilla, sassafras, 
tobacco, and other products produced by the native peoples of the Americas. Part of 
the homeward bound cargos belonged to the Spanish king, but the bulk of it was 
owned by private merchants. 

With diligent search in the appropriate archives, official records of thousands of these shipments 
and losses are still available, so that, when specific ships are targeted, we can often find out what 
they officially carried. Why is this important? For two very good reasons: The first is that it tells us 
what the ship carried and what might still be there. The second is that it helps us determine the 
value of what the ship carried so we can better judge the potential risks to rewards. 

It is extremely important to understand that value can be found in a wide range of merchant 
cargos from a host of nations, so Galleon Quest’s objectives will not be limited to salvaging “Span-
ish galleons.” We will also be targeting cargos of ships from other countries, and the selection of 
those to salvage will be based not only on the expected type and quantity of cargo, but the ease 
and costs of the salvage, and thereby the potential recovery and safety of the investment.
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The numbers of shipwrecks that lay on the ocean floors is in the hundreds of thousands of vessels. 
No one really knows all the ships over time that were lost at sea. However, the advantages we 
possess are the ability to seize on, decipher and refine research that was well documented within the 
historical archives for the vessels at sea by Spain, Portugal, France and others. When they were 
moving hundreds of millions, or billions of dollars of the King’s treasure back home from the new 
world, they kept documentation of their voyages, which only makes sense. Most importantly, they 
kept records of their manifests of what was being transported back to the King, or Queen as it were. 
These manifests are installed and found in a limited number of accessible places within archives 
around the world, between Havana, Panama, and Spain. All are within reach and have been studied by 
our expert in archaeology. Galleon Quest will combine this knowledge with the additional extensive 
research done by our search and salvor partners, sometimes through decades of exhaustive 
expensive research on particular sites and ships, allowing us to able narrow down the places where 
materials and treasure have been found before and where they have not.

What we do know is the returns on such wrecks can be enormous. Below is a synopsis of some of 
the top valued wrecks throughout the last decades alone.

San Jose Shipwreck, from $4 Billion to $15 Billion Estimated

Shipwreck from 1708 off Columbia, was a Spanish Galleon sunk by British Ships with an estimated 
onboard treasure up to 15 Billion, including gold silver and emeralds. The wreck is now being 
exploited under an agreement with the Columbian government by a “private anonymous” funder.

Amounts of Treasure is Enormous
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At this point, once the loading was completed, 
both fleets sailed for Havana, Cuba to 
rendezvous for the journey back to Spain. This is 
key. Once the ships were made ready for the 
home- ward journey, they sailed from Havana. 
They all sailed from Havana! And where did they 
go? The ships sailed north past the Florida Keyes 
and up the Florida Straits. Usually within sight of 
land, but far enough out so they could take 
advantage of the north flowing Gulf Stream. 
Once sighting Cape Canaveral the fleet would 
turn towards Bermuda. Upon sighting of 
Bermuda the fleet would shift and head for the 
Azores, and then from there, off to Spain. This 
was the route of all Spanish ships for more than 
300 years. It did NOT deviate. 
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Ship of Gold $100-150 million

In September 1857, during a hurricane, the S.S. Central America sank along with 15 tons of gold. This 
devastation largely contributed to the “Panic of 1857,” which, in the U.S., led to the first worldwide 
economic crisis. It was discovered in 1987. While being excavated 39 insurance companies made 
claim to the gold and other artifacts that were being recovered, because they had all been found liable 
and ended up paying damages. After unavoidable legal battles the discovery team ultimately was 
awarded 92 percent of the gold. Shortly thereafter, one gold bar proved to be a very important piece 
of currency and broke a worldwide record at the time, selling for $8 million.

Atocha Motherlode $900 million (The Mel Fisher Wreck)

The cargo, that is the treasure, that the Nuestra Senora de Atocha carried was so incredibly large 
and vast that it is said it took two months to load. So, of course it sank! It went down off the Florida 
Keys in 1622, and all its gold, copper, silver, indigo, and jewels sank to the ocean floor. The Spanish 
tried desperately to recover it, but the sea can be a cruel and unfair slave master. Yet, one man, Mel 
Fisher, took on the beast and after scouring the seabed for nearly 17 years he was finally rewarded 
with victory.  After over 350 years in the drink he laid claim to all her fortune. The ship was located 
in July 1985. The wreckage continues to be explored and excavated to this day.

Antikythera Treasures $120-160 million

The Antikythera shipwreck prompted the world’s first ever major underwater archaeological 
expedition. This was in 1900. After divers discovered the shipwreck the Archaeological Service of 
Greece launched the expedition. However, they were unsuccessful in recovering the most 
significant part of the cargo, and it wasn’t until 1976 that another team recovered the Antikythera 
mechanism. This “mechanism” is believed to be the world’s oldest analog computer. Though the 
ship carried many treasures, this piece has received so much attention from the media that few are 
aware of Antikythera’s other wondrous treasures, which include pottery, glassware, jewelry, statues, 
coins and copper couch beds. The Statue of Youth is one of the ship’s most remarkable recovered 
statues. The classical bronze statue dates back to sometime between 340 and 330 B.C. and is on 
display, along with the rest of the artifacts, at the Archaeological Museum in Greece.
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Treasure of the S.S. Republic $120-180 million

The S.S. Republic shipwreck was discovered by Odyssey, a popular deep-sea salvage and 
exploration company. The S.S. Republic had been submerged for over 130 years upon its discovery. 
It was said to have sank during a hurricane in 1865 off the coast of Georgia. Along with nearly 
14,000 artifacts, over 51,000 U.S. silver and gold coins have been recovered. Other treasures include 
thousands of glasses, bottles, and stoneware containers. As it seems to happen with most all found 
treasures, shortly after its discovery a lawsuit was filed laying claim to the wreck by a man who 
accused the Odyssey of using his information in location of the wreck. A federal judge ruled in favor 
of Odyssey, and in 2004 the company was legally awarded ownership of the S.S. Republic’s cargo.

 Blockade Runner Georgiana $50 million

The Georgiana was carrying over 100 tons of merchandise, medicines, and munitions, valued at over 
$1,000,000 when she was lost in 1863 while attempting to run through the U.S. blockade off 
Charleston. The wreck was discovered a mile off shore in less than 20 feet of water just over a 
century later by a teenaged diver (E. Lee Spence). Spence, using microfilmed newspapers and 
government documents, researched the ship for several years before beginning his search. He 
actually found her the first day he searched. His team eventually salvaged over a million individual, 
intact artifacts from the wreck, ranging from tiny brass sewing pins to cases of china, as well as two 
extremely rare cannons. That was over 50 years ago. If sold at today’s prices, the haul would have 
surpassed $50,000,000. He went on to become one of the pioneers of underwater archaeology and 
a world recognized expert on shipwrecks. Galleon Quest expects to be joint-venturing some of the 
other valuable shipwrecks that Dr. Spence, who is part of the GQ Team, has already researched, 
found, and obtained the legal ownership to via court orders.

Whydah Gally $400 million

The Whydah Gally is one of the coolest ships ever discovered. Not only is it the only pirate ship ever 
discovered, but it belonged the richest pirate: Captain “Black Sam” Bellamy. The story goes that the 
Wydah was once a slave ship, upon capturing it and its bounty Bellamy let the survivors have one of his 
older vessels and be on their way, retaining the ship as his flagship. The ship was discovered in 1984 by 
Barry Clifford, and by no accident either. Clifford had searched for years for this infamous pirate ship. 
Its treasures are endless and are still being recovered today. So far, more than 200,000 artifacts 
including gold jewelry, coins, cannons, and even the ship’s bell have been surfaced. The artifacts now 
travel the world in an exhibition sponsored by The National Geographic Society. The exhibition has been 
aptly named “Real Pirates.” It is incredibly popular.

British Treasury Ship $200 million

After it was torpedoed by a German U-boat the S.S. Garisoppa sunk in 1941. The cargo it carried was 
enormous. It was loaded with approximately 7 million ounces of silver. The total weight makes the 
S.S. Garisoppa the biggest known metal cargo ever found at sea. So, who lays claim to this prize? 
The Odyssey Marine Exploration. It was in 2012 that they won the contract for exclusive salvage of 
the wreckage.  Under the contract Odyssey assumes all risk during excavation, and will receive 80 
percent of the cargo, the other portion to go to the U.K. Government Department of Transport. What 
a deal!
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The biggest shipwreck, with the greatest amount of treasure, would of course mean the greatest 
struggle to lay claim to said treasure. After discovery and excavation, in 2007, by Odyssey Marine 
Exploration they uncovered and flew 17 tons of coins from the Gibraltar to an undisclosed address in 
the U.S. However, once word got out about the ship’s discovery, its nationality came under debate. The 
ship was found floundering in uncertain territory, a location where Colonial-era ships were known to 
frequent. The ships age and size were also very vague. Due to these uncertainties, very little was 
released about the wreck site. Being that this was the largest treasure haul ever discovered in the world 
meant this uncertainty needed to be sorted out as quickly as possible. Experts were called in, and could 
only return statements of astonishment, saying the find was “unprecedented” and “without 
comparison.” Finally, the Spanish Government filed its claim against the cargo, and stated they believed 
the ship to be the Nuestra Senora de las Mercedes, which had been sunk by the British in 1804. In 2008, 
the U.S. federal court stepped in to order Odyssey to disclose its findings regarding the location of the 
wreck, and any artifacts and treasures they had uncovered. The information that Odyssey provided 
ruled out the Nuestra de las Mercedes. But, after five years of litigation the courts finally made a ruling 
in favor of Spain, and the treasure had to be flown back. 

The Black Swan Project $500 million
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Salcombe Shipwreck (Still being valued)

It was between 1200 and 900 B.C. that a ship sank off the coast of Devon in England. At this time the 
Hanging Gardens had yet to be built, Babylon was still thriving, and Buddha would not arrive on the 
scene for centuries. In 2010 its discovery was announced. It was found by amateur archaeologists 
and so far over 300 artifacts have been uncovered, weighing in at over 185 lbs. The loot consists of 
weapons, jewelry, and tin and copper ingots. Though it only barely makes the list due to its small 
quantity of treasures aboard, what it lacks in volume it makes up for in significance. The age of the 
artifacts is impressive, and their existence proves a definite trade network during the Bronze Age 
existed between Europe and Britain. Investigations are still seeking the exact location of its origins, 
however, this feat is incredibly difficult as none of the ships parts are still intact.



4.  About Galleon Quest

Galleon Quest

Income growth for all participants through investment in 
high probability shipwreck sites through thoroughly 
researched and vetted sites, with sound archaeological 
foundation, effective use of search technologies, use of 
experienced salvors, as well as technical, economic and 
scientific capacities to find and obtain lost treasure from 
historic shipwrecks around the world.

Mission

Strategy
Dynamic growth of the group. Establishment and further 
participation in the development of artifact recovery 
enterprises, while maintaining the balance of interests of 
investors and staff members and achieving sustainable 
advantage over competitors.

Current & Ongoing Projects
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The Project-CR shipwreck site is actually a cluster of shipwrecks. Although most have yet to be 
identified, it is believed they include Spanish, French, English, German, and American merchant ships, 
slavers, and even a couple privateers, which were lost over a period of several hundred years. The 
vessels were found around a shoal with less than six feet of water over it at low tide, even though it is 
located miles from the nearest shore. In fact, it was the un-expected shallowness of the shoal that 
repeatedly caused ships to be lost around it. One of the ships, a steamer wrecked in the late 1800s, 
had been heavily involved in the international smuggling of money and arms for a series of revolutions 
on the island of Hispaniola. 

Another of the wrecks, a still unidentified sailing vessel from the late 1700s, has already produced a 
wide range of valuable bronze, silver and gold artifacts, as well as flintlock pistols, muskets, and 
cannons. On the most recent day it was worked, dozens of bronze crucifixes were recovered. Despite 
what it might sound like, the actual salvage work on these wrecks has barely started. 
These wrecks are entirely inside of United States territorial waters, which makes operations cheaper, 
but the best thing is the wrecks have already been discovered and their ownership awarded via a 
judge’s order to the discoverer, Dr. E. Lee Spence, who wants to work with us.

Project - CR



Project-J
The Project J Shipwreck site is a shallow wreck site area that has current rights in place for 
exploration and for recovery. This site is one with a history going back a number of years, with a lot 
of historical artifacts being recovered. The legal status of the site is settled, with necessary permits 
either in place or within short order from being issued. Nevertheless, we can begin working on this 
site through use of newly available scanning technologies in order to come to a speedy conclusion 
on whether not we will partner on this site.

We see Project J as one that has a potentially very large wreck, based on research, prior artifacts 
recovered, and a history that has stopped success from occurring due to government interference, 
and inept former site holders. With a new control party and potential partner, we believe that this 
site alone has one of the best potentials for recovery, perhaps a very large recovery of what is 
believed to be a late 1500’s large Spanish ship. Numerous various artifacts including Chinese and 
early Central and Southern American pottery, musket and cannon balls, anchor, hull sheeting, and 
other matters have been found. 

The Project-L shipwreck site is another cluster of shipwrecks, several of which have already 
produced major treasure finds for other salvors in the not too distant past.  Located off an 
archipelago that is situated along a once major route for both merchant ships and treasure 
galleons, Dr. Spence was able to dive on, file a salvage claim, and obtain a court order recognizing 
him as the exclusive owner of the remaining wreckage in the cluster. 

This was all possible only because Dr. Spence realized that the then recent codification of the 
12-mile limits of the archipelago’s Territorial Waters meant that someone had a chance to grab the 
rights.  Fortunately for him, he was the first to file, and fortunately for GQ, Dr. Spence wants 
funding from us. Incidentally, Dr. Spence has been compiling research on shipwrecks of the entire 
archipelago, and now has information on 4,000 of them. Most of that has been derived from 
sources contemporary to the time of loss, which makes it another valuable resource, with which 
we expect to work with him.

Project - L

Galleon Quest

While the site has some challenges, such as potential large sand overage, we believe that our 
strategy of using high tech scanning can narrow down the answer with speed. GQ’s strategy will be 
to incrementally invest starting with what is needed for on-site scans, and if successful, we will 
fund out a “full-court site dive exploration” to get to the ‘hits’ we would find. If this effort turns out to 
be negative, then, at least, we will not be tied to a great loss. On the other hand, given the time 
frame of the potential wreck (late 1500’s), there would likely be large amounts of gold being 
transported making this wreck very, very valuable. There is also the possibility that there are no 
artifacts of significant value located at this site.  

The site is challenged by a lack of use of modern technology to do an appropriate scan, due to lack of 
funding by the current site holder. We believe that by using current technologies available, we can find 
out if there exists artifacts of significant value relatively quickly. 
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While only remnants and scattered pieces of a sunken ship have been located to 
date; no main shipwreck body has been located. Nevertheless, this will be a scan and 
see operation. If we get the hits we will fund a very thorough search operation on the 
areas where we find potential artifacts through the technology scans. 

Galleon Quest

The Project K site is one that has a much more defined potential target, since the identity of the 
vessel may have already been established. Significant artifacts have already been recovered from 
the area, but due to issues revolving around former holders, government bodies would not issue the 
necessary permits. However, a new potential partner for GQ has taken over the management and 
permitting of the site, and thus far they have successfully received the required permits and rights. 
The area has a proven history of recovered objects, but like Project J, there has not been use of the 
new technologies available. 

Project-K

We are a treasure recovery investment Company without 
the issues that come with being a treasure recovery 
company. More potential of return, while cutting down 
the risk. Along the way, we will preserve and find history 
with a very select number of industry partners. More 
accurately, we are the last money in, after all the hard 
work has been done, to realize the moment of discovery 
and riches being pulled from the ocean. 

We are the ones to come in with the money, hopefully as 
the last money in, to put those who know where the 
wreck is, who have the rights, but not enough money, 
over the top and fulfill their dreams; meanwhile ours 
(and yours if you partake) will be fulfilled without all the 
heavy lifting, years of effort, countless dollars and 
raises that went before us. 

All done with one purpose: to recover the gold and silver 
ingots, the pieces of eight, gold and silver in kind, 
jewelry intricately laden with precious gems, rough 
uncut stones of emeralds, and countless types of other 
artifacts that will be treasured for their history for 
generations to come.  

All of it laying on the bottom of the ocean, hidden and 
waiting to be found, enjoyed and treasured yet again.

Galleon Quest Advantage
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 “A thousand men, say, go searching for gold. After six months, one of them’s 
lucky: one out of a thousand. His find represents not only his own labour, but 

that of nine hundred and ninety-nine others to boot. That’s six thousand months, 
five hundred years, scrambling over a mountain, going hungry and thirsty. 

  An ounce of gold, mister, is worth what it is because of the human labour that 
went into the finding and the getting of it.”

- The Treasure of the Sierra Madre

Galleon Quest

History-Taking Advantage 
of Those Who Came Before Us

So how do we take advantage of the blood, sweat, work and sacrifice of so many others before us? 
Easy. 

We were not with the Spanish as they forced the native tribes to first give up all their relics of gold, 
silver and jewels to take back to Spain for the crown to fund their wars and parties. Then later we were 
not the ones who forced the same natives to work the mines to recover more gold, silver and jewels to 
take back, yet again to their European masters. More so, we are not the ones who had to take the 
chance on rickety, leaking, foul smelling vessels transporting these treasures through seas fraught 
with danger in journeys for weeks on end, in the hopes that we would get home with our lives. 

We don’t have to suffer the tragedy and loss that befell hundreds of these ships and their brave crews 
who died when hurricanes, uncharted shoals, and privateers sank these vessels along shores where 
land and refuge was perhaps within sight, their cargo lost to the ages. Until now.

The Ones Who Started It
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The Ones Who Narrowed Our Odds

We are also not the ones who have had to sweat and raise the money to get this far down the road; to 
do the countless hours of research and locate the wreck site, do the scans and digs over and over, and 
know they are finally there, at that last point where they know they have it done, but can’t cross the finish 
line because they just don’t have the juice to make it. These are the people who had to deal with all the 
countless layers of government bureaucracy, getting permits and rights to the recovery. 

Nope, we are the ones who will take all of that in, breath it in like lilacs on a summer morning, appreciate 
travails that came before us, and then enjoy the accolades as those “last guys” standing on the shore 
with their hands open, cigar lit, a scotch on the rocks, and reap the benefits of the plunder as it drips 
between our fingertips and bathes our sandy toes, the pieces of eight mounted and admired, the rough 
gems cut to what we want them to be. Yeah, that’s us. The last guys in. The true pirates some may say. 
Arrrrhhh…And you know what . . . we are okay with that!

We seek only adventurous souls for this journey, those that know life is about risks, and still they plod.  
Where there is no risk, there is no reward.  Look.  There be Captain Jack Sparrow!

Our Expertise

While we do not have to be the ones who find the site, do all of the initial research, dredge through 
all of the government bureaucracies and fight for years to get to the finish line, we bring a spread of 
expertise in all the areas that are required for diligence and decision making as to who, and what 
we will invest in. Our board and advisors include those with renowned expertise in marine 
archaeology, significant experience in treasure site operations, unparalleled knowledge in all forms 
of technologies for scanning operations, in-depth legal experience for permitting and admiralty 
issues, and top flight executive experience for management of the Company. 

We have the experience and expertise to do the diligence and selection of our sites and our site 
partners.  We will assess the examination of the site, its history, its operations and plan, the 
technologies used and that could be used, and the financial needs which are required for the most 
optimum chance at recovery. 

Our Criteria for Site and Partner Selection

1. Our Own Diligence. We do our own due diligence and research. We are not going to just believe 
someone with an “x” on a map taking “their word for it” that they have a tons of treasure waiting to be 
brought to the surface and spend unnecessary capital digging the phantom up. We will 
independently verify the research that exists from the materials available, including the reports from 
the time of such wrecks, archival resources of source materials, reports and interviews of 
proceedings from the time of the wrecks, prior search and survey attempts on the sites, prior 
artifacts found, scan results, topology reports, weather reports, disbursal studies, and every other 
factor that will aid to let us decide for ourselves on the odds that the site contains the wreck. With 
our own expertise and experience, from the historical, archaeological, scanning and survey, legal and 
operations side will we make the decision to invest when we are absolutely confident it represents 
the highest probabilities of recovery.
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 We only want partner companies who have more than just skin in the game. We want partners who 
have staked more than just money.  Partners who stake their reputation on their belief that they are 
sitting atop a mother-load like none anyone has ever seen. We will study them as much as we study 
the wreck site recovery potential, because having the wrong partners is a mistake.
3. The Last Push Measure. 
While no one can assure us 100% that treasure will be found on a given site, or that we found the 
right bedfellow to work with, Galleon Quest will only choose to fund any given enterprise IF it is the 
final push to get to the treasure. Except when it is clearly in our best interests, we will not be investing 
to pay salaries, company overhead, and general expenditures. We prefer only investment to achieve 
recovery, on a site that is the best option available, where all that is needed is that last amount of 
appreciable capital to achieve the result. The money will be used for required scanning, search, boats, 
divers and essential items. We will maintain control over requisite expenditures, and only invest 
where we have the highest probability of being the last cash needed to win. 
4. Rights and Permits. 
While a lot of treasure hunters may say they have a proven shipwreck site, or they’re sitting on the 
mother-load, none of that matters if they don’t have any legal right to dive on it and recover the 
treasure. In today’s world these wreck sites are government controlled with permits of all kinds, 
whether they are government permits for exploration and recovery, or one of the myriad of ecological 
permits involved, without them everything is “dead in the water”. We will only partner with search 
companies that have all these things in proven order, and in good standing with all the necessary 
authorities. Given our experience “in house” with all of these matters, we will be the judge of what is 
in place and what is required.  After some successful recoveries Galleon Quest may branch out a bit 
and participate in acquiring and helping to acquire permitting as needed for future wrecks that look 
promising.
5. The X Factor. Simple.
What sites will give the highest likelihood of a return for our investment? Period. What types of 
scanning have they used, what can we bring to the table to make the next dive season the one to hit 
the load? Who do we believe in? Who has the best divers, captain, archaeologists, and records? Who 
can we trust, because we only trust ourselves for your investment? Who has that intangible factor, 
when you weigh everything together, that we believe in what they are doing, where they are at and 
what they are after? And oh, by the way, does it have that cool factor? Cause that is what this is 
about. We are taking chances, but we are doing so as a calculated risk with the strongest odds, and 
we want something really special. For all of us.  And you would be part of that team. 
6. Don’t Fall In Love.
This is the most important factor that we live by. No matter how good the story, how much promise 
there seems to be, don’t fall in love with a site without applying objective criteria based upon the 
above mandates. This means you take a harsh view at every opportunity presented, and you don’t 
get wrapped up in the drama surrounding a site without some real recovery or patent finds.  Finally, 
Galleon Quest will not allow good money to follow bad money. That is why we have set our sights on 
multiple projects even at the initial stage.

Galleon Quest

2. Our Partners Diligence.
 While we do our own diligence on the likelihood of the wreck and the treasure being on 
the site, we want our partner to have already demonstrated both guts and the 
determination in their past efforts, including their own money, time, sweat and patience 
to show they are “all in” with their belief that what they say exists does in fact exist.
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5.  Difference making for success 
The Research

The records of these wrecks, their survivors’ testimonies, investigations, and manifests exist in 
tremendously vast record repositories, but require very specialized research, as well as invitation 
access, and exist largely in a heavily disorganized fashion, in old written documents fashioned by 
foreign archaic languages.  We at GQ will only partner with those who have done their research, have 
such access, and can prove up the historicity of the sites we would be interested in.
Archives of these ships, their cargos, testimony of survivors, wreck-site salvage attempts and other 
historical records are contained and only accessible by accredited persons allowed to do research in 
such places. The Archives of the Indies in Seville, Spain, as well as in Havana itself are examples of 
this. GQ, through its own diligence, knows who the right partner parties are that have the persons who 
can access these records, we know who has done the research and who has not.

Scanning- Bridging the Old with the New

The underwater recovery industry in large part, is lacking with respect to the use of advanced and 
available techniques for finding and verifying the presence of artifacts and recoverable items. Our 
experience shows that most parties involved in the industry are not utilizing the available 
technologies, which can make the difference between finding and verifying significant artifacts, 
missing them altogether, or wasting tremendous time and resources in failed attempts. Most are 
using old methods that are not very effective. Technology has advanced over the last several 
decades and very markedly within the last ten years.

Galleon Quest’s position and function in any partnership will be resolute that only the very latest 
and proven technologies will be utilized on any given wreck site. While this is not a primer to 
educate the competition on technologies and methods available, suffice it to say, that our partners 
will be using the following available technologies, which include: ROVs (Remote Operated 
Underwater Vehicles); AUVs (Autonomous Underwater Vehicles); Side Scan and Multi-Beam Sonar; 
CHIRP Sub-Bottom Sonar (capable of penetrating sediment like, silt, mud, sand, broken shell, etc.); 
Video and Still Camera Vehicles; 360° Camera Systems; Underwater Visibility Enhancement 
Systems; Marine Magnetometers & Gradiometers; Underwater Pulse Induction Metal Detectors;  
Towed Vehicle Systems; Navigation and Fixing Systems (GPS, etc.); Engineered Searching Vehicles 
and Systems; Infrared Imaging Enhancement; Infrared Photo Enhancement; Historical Computer 
Analysis; Computer Tracking (Mapping) and Documentation; Satellite Technologies; and so on.
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Permits and Governmental Rights

GQ’s first priority are sites that are already secured, if around the U.S., by older Federal Admiralty 
Claim. If in international waters, the Admiralty claims can be made without need of any local or state 
permitting. Inside of U.S. waters the treasure recovery business can be highly regulated under state 
laws, domestically, due to the Abandoned Shipwreck Act of 1988, which granted control and 
governance over wrecks located within three miles of state boundaries. Any wreck sites that existed 
and were known before such time required a federal admiralty claim grant through a United States 
Court. Other sites within state waters require state permits from governing authorities, which are 
rather stringent pursuits, as well as accompanying environmental and often Army Corps of Engineer 
permits. All of these matters are ones that are taken into account, which include our choice of wreck 
sites and partners who have existing permits and relationships to gain such permits. This includes 
competency on the one hand and reputation on the other.  International sites are a little bit different 
and involve an alternative structure to be successful. With them, we support our contracted recovery 
partners working closely with local governments and negotiating with us a sharing of the recoveries 
with those governments. Galleon Quest will oversee our recovery partner, assisting with legal, 
permitting actions, archaeology, government relations, lobbying and public relations.

Galleon Quest

Search

Most operational projects begin with extensive research as a preliminary measure. On any site that 
GQ becomes involved with, it will have met that burden at the outset.  Then, if it is an established, 
proven site where wreck materials and artifacts, being valuable or no, have already been found, we 
may engage the target. Commensurate wreck materials which tend to verify that a wreck exists, 
would be enhanced by other search and survey methods, to include magnetometers, sonar, 
penetration radars, satellites, underwater camera ROV (Remote Operated Vehicle) system or an AUV 
(Autonomous Underwater Vehicle), as well as actual dive surveys and other systems. We have 
significant expertise available for all such matters to find and utilize the best such search 
technologies with our working partner on site. We shall make such technology use a condition of our 
involvement with any industry site partner so as to increase our chances of success and limit 
wasted time. Such searches require state permitting, and we will only be involved when these exist 
or are highly likely to be granted.

Recovery

GQ will operate under appropriate permits and claims, and once a target is positively identified, 
excavation and recovery operations will begin under expert archaeological supervision. All matters 
will be performed under such stringent requirements, to include thorough and detailed 
documentation of such artifacts in recovery from gold, to silver, to ingots, to jewelry and any other 
valuables we may find. GQ will supervise excavations of our working partner and maintain honesty 
and integrity in the process. Compliance with any archaeological restrictions to protect the history 
and majesty of the sites, the wrecks, and the memories of those who lost their lives is paramount.                                     
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Recovery

GQ will operate under appropriate permits and claims, and once a target is positively identified, 
excavation and recovery operations will begin under expert archaeological supervision. All matters 
will be performed under such stringent requirements, to include thorough and detailed 
documentation of such artifacts in recovery from gold, to silver, to ingots, to jewelry and any other 
valuables we may find. GQ will supervise excavations of our working partner and maintain honesty 
and integrity in the process. Compliance with any archaeological restrictions to protect the history 
and majesty of the sites, the wrecks, and the memories of those who lost their lives is paramount.                                     

Post-Recovery Conservation

Coinage, precious metals and non-ferrous metals typically require an amount of post-recovery 
conservation. In order to preserve the value of the recovered cargo, our partner will have an on-site 
facility capable of properly storing and transporting all recovered coinage, precious metals, non-ferrous 
metals, gems, jewelry and other artifacts prior to any division or sale.  As per State and Federal laws, 
this conservation must be maintained for all of the recovery whether or not it is considered “treasure”.

Sales

 We intend to establish values with our working partner for such coinage, precious metals, jewelry, 
gems and bullion for appropriate division. We believe that bullion metals, numismatically-graded 
coinage, gems, jewelry and other materials have significant value in the collector market. We intend to 
sell just a portion of the recovered materials in order to buy back the SeaCoin providing both an exit 
strategy to holders and a means to increase the value of the coin by decreasing the number in 
circulation.

Galleon
Quest
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GALLEON QUEST.IO (SEA) is a special purpose entity, registered in an 
ICO friendly jurisdiction with a single purpose to invest into 
shipwreck recovery operations around the world.

Upon the results of the ICO, GALLEON QUEST.IO will issue restricted 
coins to the coin holders and move the money into Galleon Quest, 
LLC for the funding of various projects with contracted rights 
negotiated and held.  A portion of the recovery will be used to buy 
back SEA Coins and burn them from future use, thus decreasing the 
outstanding coins in the market. 280,000,000 Coins will be sold in 
the ICO and no more will be available. 

Galleon Quest mission is to recover, expand and hold the recovered 
assets from treasure recovery sites, historic shipwreck operations 
and in historic shipwreck recovery projects in different oceans and 
locations around the world.

6.  Galleon Quest SEA Coin

Start Data To be announced

Duration of Coin Sale 75 days

Price of SEA Coin $0.20 per coin  or 2,000 SEA Coins per 1 ETH 
or 32,000 SEA Coins per 1 BTC (as 04/15/18) - 
Subject to change

Hard Cap None

Soft Cap – Early Termination 10,000 ETH or $4 million USD

Technical limit to the number of coins 400,000,000

Unsold Coins Unsold and unallocated coins will be reserved

Further Coins Issues Not at this point

Methods of coin purchase Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), and others

Minimum Cap $500,000 USD, all funds will be returned

Coins activation date To be determined

7.  ICO Terms 
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Coins Dictribution

The price of SEA Coins will be on a sliding scale  
based on how early they are purchased:

*All tokens in available pool unsold during Coin Sale will be reserved

24

Min. purchase from 5,000 SEAPeriod 15 days Bonus - +60% tokens

Pre-Sale Stage 1

Min. purchase from 5,000 SEAPeriod 15 days Bonus - +50% tokens

Pre-Sale Stage 2

Min. purchase from 5,000 SEAPeriod 15 days Bonus - +40% tokens

Pre-Sale Stage 3

No MinimumsPeriod 30 days Bonus - +30% tokens

Crowdsale

40,000,000 Reserve Controlled Fund – Exchange Stability

TOTAL

60,000,000 Founders & Team

10,000,000

10,000,000

Advisors
Early Investors

120,000,000

200,000,000
80,000,000

Pre-Sale for 45 Days
Crowdsale for 30 Days

15%

2.5%
2.5%
10%

30%

50%

20%

TOTAL 280,000,00070%



Fund Allocation

Research & Development 

Infrastructure

Operations

Legal

Contingency 

55%

25%

13%

2%

5%

- Security and functional reviews conducted on Crowdsale contract and Token Minting
- Solidity best practice guidelines for ordering smart contract code
- Source code for contract published on GitHub (https://github.com/nuvus)
- Capped Crowdsale with minimum and maximum caps
- Safe-Math integer overflow functions used throughout
- Multi-sig wallets for funding and foundation
- Offline hardware wallets for cold storage with geographically distributed keys
- Our hardware wallets will have backup keys split and distributed geographically. We feel this will    
   provide us the utmost safety guarantee against security attacks.
-  Business plan, banking services and funding from founders established

The conditions of the Crowdsale itself are shown below, as enforced by the smart contract. 
Whomever sends Ether to this contract directly, or via the Buy Tokens function, is considered a 
‘participant’ in the Crowdsale.
The Pre-sale and ICO contracts sell the same SEA Coin. The ICO contract is first deployed, which 
awaits its start block to run the ICO but immediately dispenses the Pre-sale coins to the buyers 
wallet. We then transfer the Pre-sale coins to a separate, Pre-sale contract. 

- Implement a standard ERC20-compliant token SEA
- Only Pre-sale SEA Coins exist before the ICO, and no additional SEA Coins beyond those created in    
  the ICO itself can ever be created.
- Utilize Multi-Signature wallets for processing and hardware wallet cold-storage for ETH
- Allows verification of the total coin supply
- Allows an emergency halt to occur should any part of the ICO or Blockchain require it
- Complies with the latest compiler version and deprecated Throw recommendations
- Is fully regression tested, security audited and peer/crowd-reviewed with bug bounties

SEA will be following below process:

SEA contracts:

SEA Coins that are purchased by the public will be delivered as soon as ETH or BTC (or other 
Cryptos) is received.  The SEA Coins will be immediately attempted to be listed on major 
exchanges after the completion of the ICO. There is no assurance of being listed on any or all 
exchanges (See Risk Factors).

Liquidation 

Galleon Quest
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October 2016
Galleon Quest inception 

December 2016
Galleon Quest incorporated

2017
Multiple treasure sites researched

October 2017
ICO Concept Plan Written

December 2017
Published  White Paper

December 2017
First Expert, Dr. Lee Spence
enters agreement with Galleon Quest

January 2018
Signing of Marine Archaeology Expert James Sinclair

February-March 2018
Pre ICO Phase

March 2018
First multiple shipwreck site agreement for Carolinas,
for $1.5 for 50% of artifacts and treasure

May 2018
First Salvage and Survey Diving
to be Conducted, First recovery projected

June 2018
ICO Listings for GQ SEA Coin

June- July 2018
Full operation for salvage
and search at first sites Carolinas

June 2018
Survey and search operations on existing site from
Florida East Coast, up to $1,000,000 for 20% of site recovery.

August  2018
Second operational site project for shipwreck Bahamas

April 2018
Pre-sale Offering

8.  Galleon Quest Roadmap
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GALLEON QUEST projects will be implemented by an expert team with many years of 
experience in the underwater recovery industry.  For example Dr. E. Lee Spence, who will be 
part of the team, was one of the pioneers of underwater archaeology and has over 50 years 
of experience, that includes a number of major discoveries.

9.  Team

Galleon Quest
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Dr. E. Lee Spence has been researching and finding shipwrecks and 
sunken treasure for about as long as anyone active in the business. 
He has an extremely impressive track record of discoveries and 
recoveries and is well known through his many published articles and 
books. Vice magazine described Dr. Spence as "a pioneer in the field 
of underwater archaeology, a world-renowned treasure hunter, and 
just about as close to an actual living, breathing Nathan Drake (in the 
Uncharted gaming series) as you're ever going to find.” He has also 
been described as an "underwater Indiana Jones" and as the "real Dirk 
Pitt" (in the Clive Cussler adventure novels). 

Dr. E. Lee Spence
(www.shipwrecks.com/about-spence)
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James Sinclair, MA, is a world renowned marine archaeologist who has 
been to the Titanic, helped recover the “Mel Fisher” treasure wreck, 
worked around the world on historic valuable shipwrecks and has 
appeared in numerous real-life recovery television productions.

Jim started his career in 1980 working with the famous shipwreck 
hunter Mel Fisher in his quest for the Nuestra Senora de Atocha, 1622 
which in 1985 recovery started on cultural deposits of over $400 million 
in value. Sinclair was in charge of the laboratories and developing new 
techniques for conservation of over 500,000 archaeological objects.  

James Sinclair, MA

Sinclair assisted in archaeological recovery of the sister ship of the Atocha, the Santa Margarita, 
where over $20,000,000 of treasure was recovered. In 1982 he was lead archaeologist, on the 1715 
Plate Fleet off of Florida. Sinclair continues in such role including the 1622 Fleet Shipwrecks. In 1984. 
Sinclair took part in expeditions off the State of Vera Cruz, Mexico which work culminated in the 
location of the U.S.S Summers, the only US Navy vessel to ever experience a mutiny.

Sinclair was chief archaeologist on in Indonesia on the Portuguese Shipwreck the Flor de la Mar, 1511. 
He worked in Guam where recoveries were made on the Nuestra Senora del Pilar, 1691. Jim has 
worked on projects through the whole of the Caribbean. In 2000 Sinclair became the first professional 
archaeologist to visit the wreck site of the RMS Titanic, in a submersible Sinclair performing the first 
archaeological survey of the stern artifact scatter.
 
In 2009- 2011 Sinclair investigated the possible remains of a privateer vessel commissioned by Ben 
Franklin during the American Revolutionary war as featured on National Geographic as “Ben Franklin’s 
Pirate Fleet.” In conjunction with Odyssey Marine, Jason Williams productions and Discovery Channel. 
Sinclair Helped to investigate the remains of the Lusitania, determining if it was carrying munitions or 
not. 

Sinclair was project archaeologist investigating shipwrecks in the Republic of Panama, including a 
ship of Christopher Columbus on his 4th voyage and the site of the 1631 San Jose, which sank with 
over 400,000 silver coins onboard. Sinclair worked on the wreck of the SS Central America, 1857 in 
8,000 feet of water, assisting Odyssey Marine retrieve remaining gold, under an agreement with the 
Federal Courts.
 
Recently working with Global Marine Exploration of Tampa FL. Sinclair helped to discover and identify 
what may be the first evidence in a maritime context of the French presence in the New World dating 
back to 1565. As well Jim recently appeared in the treasure recovery documentary “Cooper’s Gold.”
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Keith Duffy has over thirty years of experience in investment 
banking, finance, strategic planning, and operations, and has been a 
principal in a number of startup companies.  He is the founder and 
CEO of a company involved in creating a city of entertainment in 
Florida.  Mr. Duffy has also been the founder and CEO of two bank 
holding companies, founder of a software development company 
and a biotech company now trading on NASDAQ.  He has held a 
variety of management, accounting and finance positions over the 
years.  Mr. Duffy has been a licensed securities broker and holds 
licenses for real estate sales and as a mortgage loan originator.  Mr. 
Duffy has served as a non-lawyer on the Florida Bar Grievance 
Committee.  He attended Wake Forest University and Rollins College, 
where he earned a B.A. in Business Administration and Mathematics 
in 1982.  
From the age of ten, Mr. Duffy has been interested in treasure 
hunting, using metal detectors to find thousands of old coins, 
artifacts and jewelry, mainly in the New England area.  While 
attending college, he discovered a 5,000 year old ancient American 
Indian archeological site in North Carolina which yielded hundreds of 
artifacts.  As a scuba diver, Mr. Duffy has been exploring the coastal 
waters and rivers of Florida and South Carolina for fossils, and has 
built a collection over decades.

Keith Duffy

Lawrence Duprey is former CEO and Chairman of CL Financial which 
was the largest privately held conglomerate in Trinidad and Tobago 
and one of the largest conglomerates in the Caribbean. Under 
Duprey CL Financial expanded to encompass over 65 companies in 
32 countries worldwide with total assets exceeding US$100 billion. 
Such business holdings included Colonial Life Insurance Co 
Caribbean (Trinidad), Commercial Bank, Methanol Holding Ltd., 
Caribbean Nitrogen company, Primera oil & Gas Co Ltd., Dalco 
Capital Management Ltd and British West Indian Airways among 
numerous others.

Lawrence Duprey
Financial and Strategic Advisor
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Dave DeBorde is an award-winning filmmaker whose experience in the 
industry is long and varied. DeBorde learned his producing skills on a 
feature film starring Jim Caviezel (Passion of the Christ, Count of Monty 
Cristo) working as producer with legendary Hollywood producer, William S. 
Gilmore (Jaws, A Few Good Men). The lessons learned on that feature film 
put him in a position to earn his stripes in 2001’ as one of the producers of 
The Least of These a 35mm short that won numerous awards, including a 
Crystal Heart from the Heartland Film Festival and a CINE Special Jury 
Award. DeBorde, producer on the romantic feature, Old Fashioned, which 
enjoyed a theatrical release for Valentine’s Day 2015’ and won multiple 
awards after its initial festival run. Dave also created the popular educa-
tional tracks for the Sunscreen film festival, which was rated by MovieMak-
er magazine as one of the world’s top 25 most attractive film festivals 
because of the educational tracks. Those Sunscreen classes, workshops 
and special events have featured: John Travolta (actor, Pulp Fiction), Bill 
Cobb (actor, Night at the Museum), Tim Sexton (writer, Children of Men), 
John Jackson (casting director, Sideways), Sean Covel (producer, Napo-
leon Dynamite), Ralph Winter (producer, Wolverine), Dean Batali (writ-
er/producer, That 70’s Show) and several other notable industry celebrities 
and professionals. 

Dave DeBorde

Legal Services 
Legal Services are being provided by ICO Legal and Consulting, LC (ICO Legal). ICO Legal has 
experienced litigators, trial attorneys and securities counsel, with over 40 years experience, over 200 
trials, and have represented over 100 companies in all offering and legal matters. ICO Legal oversees all 
knowable compliance in this new and evolving field.

Dr. Robert H. Baer
Dr. Robert H. Baer is a Registered Professional Archaeologist (RPA) and a 
native of South Florida. He received the Graduate Diploma and the Master 
of Studies (MSt) degree in Professional Archaeology from the University of 
Oxford, UK, and the MA in Archaeology and Heritage from the University of 
Leicester, UK. Bob has conducted archaeological investigations in both the 
terrestrial and marine environments, specializing in Compliance 
Archaeology. Bob is a graduate of Georgia Military College, and served as 
an Infantry Officer in the U.S. Army. He is a graduate of the Center For 
Advanced International Studies, University of Miami (MA, Asian Studies) 
and holds a Doctorate in Public Administration (DPA, Public Policy) from 
Nova University. Bob's Oxford, D.Phil dissertation has been published as, 
The Lost Monasteries of William Randolph Hearst.
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Cameron Cox
Mr. Cox has nearly 20 years of business experience from real estate, 
development, venture capitalism and investing. He has been involved in 
many startup companies including some in the public arena.  He was 
formerly the President and CEO of Blackwood Development Corp in St. 
Petersburg, Florida.  He is currently serving as CEO of FutureLand Corp., 
Basil Consulting, LLC, and Galleon Quest.  He is a U.S. Army Vet, and a 
graduate of Michigan State University with a BA in the Art and Science of 
Communication.   He also attended Westminster Theological Seminary 
for an MDIV and the University of South Florida for his MBA.  

Sam is the founder and sole member of the Board of Directors of 
Nuvus Corporation and CEO of Crypto Currency Corp. 

Sam Talari

Carran Schneider
Executive financial leader with more than 20 years of diversified 
experience driving performance, profitability and shareholder value for 
companies of various sizes and structures. Proven record of financial 
and operational performance, delivering results, developing talent, and 
implementing sustainable solutions. A leader with the ability to be a 
detailed oriented individual with the capacity to view and approach 
processes from a broad perspective, as they would pertain to an 
organization’s strategic position and risk profile. Areas of expertise 
include the ability to logically research and resolve issues and problems, 
track and manage schedules, develop relationships with key 
stakeholders, special projects, and meet scheduled deadlines.
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Mari is a true Growth Marketing Evangelist. Her passion is to 
monetize online presence and drive growth. She's been involved in 
growth of hundreds of clients and websites for over 10 years. 
Testing, measuring, learning and scaling in a cost-effective way.

Mari Luukkainen

Aleksi has a long history as an entrepreneur from the early internet to 
blockchains and ICOs. Startups/Marketing/Tech/Investing. Always 
open to new ideas and projects.

Aleksi Aaltonen

Dali Kranzthor, CPA, CVA, CFE, 
Dali is a Certified Public Accountant, Certified Valuation Analyst 
and Certified Fraud Examiner with over 15 years of public 
accounting and public company CFO experience. He has 
founded four companieds, including a VOIP blockchain solutions 
company.  Dali has since worked with several blockchain 
entrepeneurs.    
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Jan is a blockchain tech professional. A business oriented developer 
with deep knowledge and understanding in blockchain technologies, 
applications and ICOs. Consulting and programming.

Jan Borgelin

Olga has more than a decade of experience in corporate 
communications, marketing and public relations experience in 
education, non-profits and management consulting services.

Olga Krynina



10. Terms & Provisions

This document is for information purposes only and is not a proposal or an appeal to sell assets or 
securities of GALLEON QUEST or any other affiliated or associated company.
Holding of Galleon Quest tokens (SEA) does not grant the holder property or ownership right within 
GALLEON QUEST or any other affiliated company. While the community’s opinion and comments can 
be taken into account, Galleon Quest tokens (SEA) do not empower to participate in the 
decision-making process concerning some GALLEON QUEST affiliated business development area. 
All examples of income and revenue calculations used in this document were set only for 
demonstration purposes or showing average indicators of the area and do not guarantee that these 
results will be reached according the marketing plan.
Galleon Quest tokens (SEA) will be issued at the ETHEREUM platform. Therefore, any failure or 
maloperation of the ETHEREUM protocol may provoke unexpected functioning of the Galleon Quest 
tokens (SEA) functioning.
The blockchain related technologies are subject to oversight and control by different regulating bodies 
all over the world. Galleon Quest tokens (SEA) may be subject of one or several requests or their 
actions, including but not limited to restrictions of using and holding of such digital tokens as Galleon 
Quest tokens (SEA) that may slow down or restrict Galleon Quest tokens (SEA) operation or 
purchasing in the future.
Galleon Quest tokens (SEA) are not an official or liable investment. In case of unforeseen 
circumstances, the purposes mentioned in the document may be changed. Despite our intention to 
cover all points mentioned in this document all persons and sides participating in purchasing of 
Galleon Quest tokens (SEA) do this entirely at their own risk.
The technical innovations such as quantum computers may be dangerous for cryptocurrencies, 
including Galleon Quest tokens (SEA).
Though Galleon Quest tokens (SEA) should not be considered as investment they may become 
progressively valuable or may lose their value.
Funds being raised are not immune. In case of loss of value there is no private or public insurance 
company the purchaser may call.
Due to different possible reasons, inter alia regardless any limits, business arrangements or GALLEON 
QUEST funded projects and all future fund raising related marketing actions may not succeed.
Galleon Quest tokens (SEA) are a rather new and untested technology. Besides the risks mentioned in 
this document there are additional risks that Galleon Quest cannot foresee. These risks may turn into 
other forms of risks than those mentioned herein.
Refusal to provide guarantees
You agree to use or not use Galleon Quest tokens (SEA) exclusively at your sole risk and take all 
responsibility off GALLEON QUEST.
Upon the completion of ICO, Galleon Quest tokens (SEA) will be sent to you without any express or 
implied, including the refusal concerning all implied ad hoc commercial value guarantees, without 
violation of any intellectual property rights. Though several jurisdictions do not allow excluding implicit 
guarantees; the abovementioned implicit guarantees related exceptions may not concern you.
Galleon Quest tokens (SEA) are not offered and distributed to residents and citizens of the U.S., Puerto 
Rico and United States Virgin Islands.
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